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Report to Pettistree Annual Parish Meeting from the Parochial Church Council (PCC) 
24-5-16 
 
Once again I am pleased to report that Pettistree church continues to be well 
supported and all the regular services have been well attended, with large 
congregations at the major festivals.  
 
As I reported last year at the hand-over from the builders following the redecoration 
of the Nave during 2014, minor flaking of the new paint was noted and presumed to 
be caused by some rising damp from an area of new plaster, however over the next 
2 weeks this flaking became widespread and during 2015 has progressed to the 
whole of the Nave. The architect, builder and paint manufacturer have been 
attempting to discover why this has happened and to present a solution as to how 
the problem can be rectified. 
The situation at present is that on advice from the Diocesan Registrar a firm of 
Solicitors has been instructed as the PCC may have to resort to legal action. At 
present we are waiting for completion of a report by an ‘expert witness’ and will take 
our solicitors advice as to how to proceed. Remedial work is very unlikely to happen 
in 2016 but we hope can proceed in the summer of 2017. 
 
A visit by Rev. Dave Gardner, the Diocesan Director of Mission, suggested various 
ways to enable the current congregation to reach out to the wider community. An 
afternoon parish walk was held in early June which included a tea-break in the 
Westropes garden, and a Barbecue lunch in the churchyard following the church 
service on June 28th was attended by members of the congregation and villagers. 
The PCC are delighted that this went well in spite of being a bit damp and people 
were able to view the progress of the Jubilee Fruit tees.  
 
Another innovation was that the Harvest festival service was changed from its 
previous place in the calendar to be an 11.00 am service followed by a Ploughmans 
Lunch, this was held in the village hall as we did not trust the weather.  
 
The Act of Remembrance was led by the Rev Rob Rose, at the War memorial on 
November 11th.  During that service the Pettistree poppy wreath was laid at the 
village war memorial in the churchyard by Peter Schurr, and the names of the dead 
from the village were read. Afterwards Stewart and Louise at the Greyhound 
dispensed coffee and cake.  
 
Another first for Pettistree church was to introduce a Christingle service, this was on 
a weekday to enable the Presmere nursery children and staff to attend and was very 
much appreciated by them and their parents. The style of this service was aimed 
particularly at pre-school and reception age, so complemented the service at All 
Saints Wickham Market which is more suitable for the older primary age children.. 
 
We would like to thank all those who regularly clean and provide flowers for the 
church and also Dick Smith and Jeff Hallett for looking after the church- yard, Dave 
Caudwell and Eric Dowker for the conservation work they do, and Andy Curtis for his 
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regular mowing, Dick also arranges for the Community Service team to attend 2 or 3 
times a year to undertake various tidying tasks and this work is funded by the PCC. 
 
 
I hope this report gives some idea of the importance that the PCC attaches to the 
interaction between church members and the wider parish community, and I would 
like to emphasise that we are keen to maintain this and continue to build on the 
good-neighbour relationships that are already established.  
 
Maggie Hallett 
Churchwarden 
 
 


